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Universite´ Paris Diderot, Sorbonne Paris Cite´, Paris, FranceABSTRACT We investigate the conformational dynamics and mechanical properties of guanylate kinase (GK) using a multi-
scale approach combining high-resolution atomistic molecular dynamics and low-resolution Brownian dynamics simulations.
The GK enzyme is subject to large conformational changes, leading from an open to a closed form, which are further influenced
by the presence of nucleotides. As suggested by recent work on simple coarse-grained models of apo-GK, we primarily focus on
GK’s closuremechanismwith the aim to establish a detailed picture of the hierarchy and chronology of structural events essential
for the enzymatic reaction. We have investigated open-versus-closed, apo-versus-holo, and substrate-versus-product-loaded
forms of the GK enzyme. Bound ligands significantly modulate the mechanical and dynamical properties of GK and rigidity
profiles of open and closed states hint at functionally important differences. Our data emphasizes the role of magnesium, high-
lights a water channel permitting active site hydration, and reveals a structural lock that stabilizes the closed form of the enzyme.INTRODUCTIONGuanylate kinase (GK), also called GMP kinase, is an essen-
tial enzyme for the equilibration of nucleotide ratios in the
cell. GK catalyzes the reversible transfer of the terminal
phosphoryl group from an ATP to a guanosine 50 monophos-
phate (GMP) substrate, subsequently releasing guanosine
diphosphate (GDP) as product (1,2). This is a crucial inter-
mediate step in RNA or DNA synthesis foregoing the forma-
tion of the key nucleotide guanosine triphosphate (GTP) or
its deoxy form dGTP (3). Furthermore, the GK enzyme is of
pharmacological importance, as it activates pathways of
guanosine analog prodrugs such as mercaptopurine and
thigunine used against cancer, or of the drug carbovir used
against HIV (4–7). GK enzymes share 40% sequence
homology with membrane-associated guanylate kinases
(8), which represent a large group of scaffolding proteins.
Recently, it has been shown that the GK domain of
membrane-associated guanylate kinases plays a crucial
role in controlling gating of calcium channels (9). Hence,
GK can be considered as a model system for exploring allo-
steric transmission between GK and SH3 domains (8,10–
13). These properties render GK specific with respect to
the related and much studied adenylate kinase (AK).
GMP kinase comprises three structural domains orga-
nized within a central five-stranded parallel b-sheet flanked
by a-helices (Fig. 1). The innermost CORE domain is
enclosed on its two opposite sides by the LID and GMP-
binding (GMP-BD) domains (14). The highly conserved
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0006-3495/11/09/1440/10 $2.00and forms the ATP binding pocket interacting with the
b-phosphate. Several invariant residues on the LID and
GMP-BD domains participate in specific recognition of
ATP and GMP substrates (15,16).
GK’s structure resembles a U-shape and is subject to
large conformational changes during an enzymatic reaction,
ranging from an open to a closed form, as suggested by the
conformations captured in available crystal structures. In the
closed form, the GMP-BD and LID domains enter into close
contact (17). The allosteric spring probe (ASP) experiment
on Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MT) guanylate kinase
introduces an external mechanical perturbation interfering
with the closure mechanism and leads to an enzyme activity
loss (18,19). Using a reduced protein representation com-
bined with Brownian dynamics simulations, we have
recently shown that GK’s anisotropic response to such
mechanical stress is controlled by its main functional
mode of motion and its mechanical properties (20). Such
physics-based insight is very helpful to understand the
link between enzymatic function and ductile properties built
into the three-dimensional architecture of the protein.
Although molecular modeling of GK itself has only
received little attention, several theoretical studies were
carried out on the related AK enzyme (21–34). The domi-
nant functional motion of both GK and AK is the opening
and closing of their U-shaped structures.
In this study, we particularly focus on GK’s closure mech-
anism with the aim to establish a detailed picture of the hier-
archy and chronology of events that may be essential for the
enzymatic reaction, using unbiased simulations without
any assumptions about paths, transitions, and reaction
coordinates, based on experimentally documented confor-
mations. We compiled data from various GK structures
among different organisms in order to build a range of func-
tionally relevant coherent models for the M. tuberculosisdoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.07.048
FIGURE 1 (Top) The three structural domains of GKMTas defined by the
DynDom server (http://fizz.cmp.uea.ac.uk/dyndom/dyndomMain.do) are
reported on a cartoon representation with hinge regions highlighted and
each domain in a distinct shading: CORE, GMP-BD, and LID. (Bottom)
The domain definition and secondary structure elements for GKMT are
shown on the primary sequence. Fig. S3 provides an extensively annotated
version of this figure.
Nucleotide Binding to Guanylate Kinase 1441GKMT form. We carry out a detailed exploration of the
possible conformational states along GK’s enzymatic reac-
tion mechanism in order to identify key properties and
dynamic effects. We characterize the open and closed, as
well as substrate/product-loaded apo and holo forms of
the MT GK system, probing the stability of these states
and mapping their intrinsic mechanical properties. Such
a comprehensive and consistent description for a single
enzyme variant is largely complementary to previous exper-
imental studies producing numerous valuable but incom-
plete data sets (15–17,35–37).
We point out possible origins for experimentally observed
parameter variations related to ATP binding, GMP binding,
and the overall catalytic rate under mechanical strain using
the ASP technique. We further uncover a structural lock that
stabilizes the closed form of the enzyme, hinting at residue
pairs with major contributions to GK’s mechanical proper-
ties. The study particularly highlights the crucial role of
bound ligands in modulating the mechanical and dynamical
properties of GK and emphasizes the role of magnesium. In
this context, a water channel leading to the active site plays
an important role.MATERIALS AND METHODS
System preparation
Fig. 2 illustrates the states along the enzymatic reaction pathway that were
modeled and subsequently simulated using molecular dynamics (MD) as
detailed in Table S1 in the Supporting Material.Initial structures and homology modeling
Simulation of the OAPO and OGMP forms were, respectively, based on the
experimental structures of apo GK and GMP,GK crystallized in their
open conformations (Protein Data Bank (PDB) Nos. 1S4Q and 1ZNX)
forM. tuberculosis. A single homology model was built for the closed state,
based on an initial FASTA sequence alignment (37–43% sequence identity)
inspired by the work of Hible et al. (15,16). Fig. 3 provides the sequence
alignment used for modeling the closed form, highlighting the conservation
of the active site. The model was generated with the ESyPred3d homology
modeling server (based on the Modeler program by Sali and Blundell, as
discussed in Lambert et al. (38)). The closedMus musculus GK holo struc-
ture available in the Protein Data Bank (39) with PDB No. 1LVG (35)
served as template for modeling the closed state of M. tuberculosis (see
the Supporting Material for construction details and quality evaluation).
In the loaded forms of the enzyme, the position and orientation of bound
nucleotides were assigned by analogy to this structure as described in the
following paragraph on nucleotide positioning. The apomodel of the closed
state, CAPO, was built from the GMP-bound closed form (CGMP) by removal
of the substrate.Nucleotide positioning
The nucleotides were placed in the closed state GKMT models by least-
squares fitting to the 1LVG GK structure of M. musculus comprising
GMP and ADP substrates. The binding pockets are highly conserved
(Fig. 3, and see Fig. S1 and Fig. S2 in the Supporting Material) and provide
a very constrained accessible volume. Hence, nucleotide placement is
straightforward. The ATP substrate position was obtained from ADP by
adding an extra phosphate group taken from the Plasmodium vivax GK
structure with PDB-id 2QOR to mimic Pg. A single Mg2þ ion has been
initially placed at the Kþ position observed in the semiclosed GMP/
GDP-bound structure from Escherichia coli GK (PDB-id 2AN9), i.e., close
to the N7 atom of GMP. A spontaneous 6.5 A˚ displacement of the cation
toward the nucleotide phosphate groups occurred during the equilibration
run. The location of this magnesium ion binding site was qualitatively
confirmed by an independent assessment using our MyPal software (40).Simulations
All six GK models were simulated for 20 ns by molecular dynamics in
explicit solvent. Low-resolution Brownian dynamics using the ProPhet
program (41) were run on open and closed states. Full methods on molec-
ular dynamics and Brownian dynamics simulation setups and analyses are
described in the Supporting Material.RESULTS
Identification of architectural domains and
structural hinges based on flexibility
Previously established GK domain definitions will serve as
a basis to describe the structure of guanylate kinase
throughout this work (15–17,35). A mobility-based domain
characterization of GK is complementary to common struc-
ture-based descriptions. We used the DynDom (42) program
to perform such an analysis. The DynDom domain defini-
tion shown in Fig. 1 highlights potential structural hinges.
The LID domain is well established as a continuous stretch
of residues between Asp147 and Ala175, involving the a5 and
a6 helices. The GMP binding domain (GMP-BD) comprises
residues Val52 to Leu117, whereas the remainder composesBiophysical Journal 101(6) 1440–1449
FIGURE 2 (Left side) Schematic representation of open (O, states 1 and
2) and closed (C, states 3–5) state structures describing GK’s enzymatic
reaction pathway. (Right side) Average RMS fluctuation measurements
FIGURE 3 Primary sequence alignment of the experimental GK struc-
tures from different organisms used for the construction of the closed
homology model: 1S4Q for M. tuberculosis, 2AN9 from E. coli, 1LVG
from M. musculus, and 2QOR from P. vivax. Conservation of the catalytic
site is highlighted for residues bound to substrates via their side chain (and
eventually backbone) and for residues bound to substrates only via their
backbone. Amino-acid letters are shaded depending on residue type.
Biophysical Journal 101(6) 1440–1449
1442 Delalande et al.the CORE domain. Assignment of the a3 helix is ambig-
uous, as it can be part of the GMP-BD domain or of the
CORE domain, supporting the idea that it forms a structural
hinge ((16,17) and see Fig. S3). The residues linking sheets
b2 and b3 are clearly identified as hinges.Structural models ofMycobacterium tuberculosis
guanylate kinase
We studied two open OAPO and OGMP states and four closed
CGMP, CGMP, ATP, CGDP, ADP, and CAPO states along GK’s
enzymatic pathway (Fig. 2). Open states are based on crystal
structures, whereas the closed states are based on a single
homology model described in the subsequent paragraph.
Each state was equilibrated using MD simulations (Table
S1) and the structural drift was quantified using root
mean-square deviations (RMSDs; Table S2). The RMSD
is below 1.8 A˚ in between the two open or the four closed
state structures, respectively, but is above 5 A˚ between
open and closed states. The average residue flexibility,
measured as RMS fluctuations, is reported on the structures
in the right part of Fig. 2. The radii of gyration of the struc-
tures describing each state of the enzymatic pathway
(Fig. S4) indicate thatfrom 20-ns MD trajectories reported for each state (shading highlights
flexible and rigid parts). GMP/GDP and ATP/ADP nucleotides as well as
magnesium are shown both schematically and as van der Waals spheres.
State 6 describes a putative stable form of the closed apo (CAPO) GK and
is considered off the proposed enzymatic pathway.
Nucleotide Binding to Guanylate Kinase 14431. the OAPO state presents a more extended conformation
than the OGMP state;
2. the CGMP and CGMP, ATP states are well stabilized in their
closed conformations; and
3. the CGDP, ADP state is subject to structural fluctuations
toward a partial opening of the enzyme.FIGURE 4 Main active site residue contacts with the substrates or cofac-
tors during the GK OGMP, ATP simulation (see Tables 1–3). Hydrogen atoms
are hidden for clarity. Catalytic residue annotations are shaded according
to their domain (CORE, GMP-BD, and LID). GMP, ATP, and magnesium
are represented as in Fig. 2. The HyperBalls representation was used to
highlight magnesium coordination (d % 2.9 A˚) (44). (Top left) A channel
is shown that could enable water access to the binding site in order to
complete the catalytic reaction.Closed form of the enzyme
The CAPO model was derived from a M. musculus template
with 43% sequence identity and highly conserved catalytic
site residues (see Fig. 3 for definition and alignment). The
quality of the homology model was assessed using a previ-
ously established evaluation protocol (43) and was found
to be excellent, as described in detail in Fig. S1. The phys-
ico-chemical surface properties of the exposed ATP binding
site are also well conserved (see Fig. S2). In addition, the
model can be validated by comparison to closed structures
from two other organisms, E. coli (PDB No. 2ANB) or
P. vivax (PDB No. 2QOR), exhibiting a Ca RMSD of 2.9
and 1.3 A˚, respectively. Essential contacts are very well
conserved in the experimental structures and our model.
For example, closure of the enzyme generates an interface
between the GMP-BD and LID domains.
Contacts in this interface involve the b5-loop-b6/a6 and
a5-loop-a6/b3-loop-b4 elements, with crucial residues
such as His93 (GMP-BD) or Arg165-Arg166. Hydrophobic
side-chain interactions form between the b5 sheet and the
a4 helix defining an important interface between the
CORE and GMP-BD domains. The CORE/LID domain
interface is topologically identical to both experimental
structures, with the P-loop being held in place by both the
a5 and a6 helices. Compared to the closed structures of
the aforementioned E. coli and P. vivax organisms, our
closed state model features a stronger contact between the
a4 and a6 helices, thus stabilizing the h1 turn. This interac-
tion can be quantified by a 25% decrease of solvent-
accessible surface area for the corresponding domains
compared to the open state, representing a global measure
of the increased contact between structural elements.
An interesting feature of our closed GKMT model is the
presence of a water channel (Fig. 4 and see Fig. S5)
(44) constituted by a triple interface between GMP-BD
(b5-loop-b6), CORE (a4) and LID (a6) domains. The water
channel is located on the back side of the enzyme, with
respect to the substrate-binding pockets on the front. The
channel can be further characterized by radial distribution
functions (RDFs), as described in the next paragraph.Substrate-bound enzyme
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the interactions between the
enzyme and the nucleotides. Key interaction patterns for
GMP-binding are described in Fig. 4 and Fig. S6, A and
B. The Ser53, Glu88, Thr101, and Asp121 residues formspecific contacts with GMP’s guanine base. Residue Lys34
binds to the GMP sugar moiety. This nonspecific electro-
static interaction is also effective toward other nucleotides.
The magnesium cation spontaneously formed a bridge
between Glu119 and the GMP(Pa) and ATP(Pg) phosphate
groups. Water molecules completed the magnesium coordi-
nation sphere, forming a mostly regular hexacoordinated
geometry around the ion (Table 3 and see Fig. S7). ATP-
specific binding involves Asn186 via direct interactions
with the nucleobase.
The three phosphate groups of ATP form a dense network
with CORE, LID, and GMP-BD domain residues. Water
RDFs calculated for all MD trajectories clearly show that
GMP/GDP is less water accessible than ATP/ADP, except
in the open substate OGMP (Fig. 5). In the closed states, nucle-
otides in CGMP, ATP, a state before the enzymatic reaction, are
more protected from solvent than in CGMP, and even more
than inCGDP, ADP, a state thatwould occur just after phosphate
transfer. By considering the deeply buried position of both
GMP and the Mg2þ ion, given the compactness of the cata-
lytic site and the presence of water below a distance of
15 A˚, the mean gyration radius observed for the closed states
(Fig. S4) is an additional indication of the persistence of
the water channel in all closed state simulations.Interactions at the domain interfaces
The open apo enzyme mainly exhibits strong structuring of
delimited individual domains. Upon GMP binding, part ofBiophysical Journal 101(6) 1440–1449
TABLE 1 Summary of major direct protein-GMP/GDP substrate interactions
OGMP CGMP CGMP, ATP CGDP,ADP
Protein residue Domain GMP/GDP (GMP binding) (Closure) (ATP binding) (P transfer)
Strong interactions
Glu88 (OE1,2) GMP-BD GMP/GDP (N1,2) >100% >100% >100% >100%
Arg57 (NE, NH1) GMP-BD GMP/GDP (Pa,b) >100% 46% >100% >100%
Ser53 (OG) GMP-BD GMP/GDP (O6, N7) 87% 66% 95% 96%
Tyr69 (OH) GMP-BD GMP/GDP (Pa) 97% >100% >100% 48%
Arg166 (NH1,2) LID GMP/GDP (Pa) — >100% >100% —
LID GDP (Pb) >100%
Arg155 (NH1,2) LID GDP (Pb) >100%
Ser30 (OG) CORE GDP (Pb) 100%
Weaker interactions
Arg60 (NH1,2) GMP-BD GMP/GDP (Pa) 60% >100% 28% >100%
Thr101 (OG1) GMP-BD GMP/GDP (O6) <5% 71% <5% <5%
Asp121 (OD2) CORE GMP/GDP (N2) — 57% 15% 40%
Lys34 (NZ) CORE GMP/GDP (O30,Pa) — 53% 43% —
CORE GDP (Pb) 86%
Hydrogen-bonding and salt-bridge contact frequency in the catalytic site during the MD simulations of enzymatic substates 2–5 (see Fig. 2). Contacts are
sorted from the strongest to the weakest interaction. Atoms or groups involved in the interaction are indicated in parentheses. Frequencies over 70% are
shown in boldface. Percentages over 100% take into account multiple interactions from different groups of the same residue (such as bidentate contacts).
1444 Delalande et al.the GMP-BD domain swings upward to stabilize its
substrate and forms a new GMP-BD/LID interface with
a surface area ofz150 A˚2. At the same time, the a6 helix
of the LID domain moves and the CORE/LID contact
surface shows a 20% increase. Interestingly, no significant
change of the CORE/GMP-BD contact surface is observed
despite a sliding motion of the a4 helix along the b5 sheet
after GK closure (Fig. S8) and an internal reorganization
within the core. Helix a7 participates in this reorganization.TABLE 2 Summary of major direct protein-ATP/ADP
substrate interactions
CGMP, ATP CGDP,ADP
Protein residue Domain ATP/ADP (ATP binding) (P transfer)
Strong interactions
Ala31 (N) CORE ATP/ADP (Pb) >100% >100%
Lys34 (N, NZ) CORE ATP/ADP (Pb,g) >100% >100%
Ser35 (N, OG) CORE ATP/ADP (Pb) >100% >100%
Thr36 (N, OG1) CORE ATP/ADP (Pa) >100% >100%
Arg155 (NH1,2) LID ATP/ADP
(Pa,b,g)
>100% 97%
Gly33 (N) CORE ATP/ADP (Pa) >100% —
CORE ATP/ADP (Pb) — >100%
Ser30 (OG) CORE ATP (Pg) >100%
Arg60 (NH2) GMP-BD ATP (Pg) 97%
Weaker interactions
Val32 (N) CORE ATP/ADP (Pb) 44% 56%
Asn186
(OD1, ND2)
CORE ATP/ADP
(N6, N7)
42% 64%
Arg166 (NH1) LID ATP (Pg) 44%
Hydrogen-bonding and salt-bridge contact frequency in the catalytic site
during the MD simulations of enzymatic substates 4 and 5 (see Fig. 2).
Contacts are sorted from the strongest to the weakest interactions. Atoms
or groups involved in the interaction are indicated in parentheses. Frequen-
cies over 70% are shown in boldface. Percentages over 100% take into
account multiple interactions from different groups of the same residue
(such as bidentate contacts).
Biophysical Journal 101(6) 1440–1449Upon docking of ATP:Mg2þ, only the contacts in the b6-a3
region increase. An important loss of intraproteic contacts is
observed for the product-bound closed structure.
Principal components analysis (see Fig. S9) clearly illus-
trates how modulations in the domain interfaces impact the
intrinsic dynamics of GK’s substates. For instance, the first
principal modes of motion for OAPO and OGMP favor closure
of the structure by modulating GMP-BD and LID domains
close to the ATP binding platform (P-loop). In CGMP the
opening/closing motion involves the hinge and GMP-BD
regions; a light contribution of the vicinity of the P-loop
should also be noticed. Except for its terminal regions, the
CGMP, ATP state is very rigid, as one would expect for preor-
ganizing the phosphate transfer. The CGDP, ADP state shows
a strong tendency for opening, which may help the escape of
the products of the reaction.Mechanical properties and flexibility of enzymatic
pathway intermediates
We investigated the mechanical properties for the open and
closed states using coarse-grain Brownian dynamics. Simu-
lations on the closed state of GKMT were carried out on theTABLE 3 Coordination numbers for the magnesium ion in the
CGMP, ATP and CGDP, ADP substates derived from radial
distribution functions (see Fig. S5)
Oxygen carrier C(GMP, ATP) C(GDP, ADP)
GMP/GDP 1.5 0.5
ATP/ADP 2 1
Protein 1 2
Water 1.5 2.5
Oxygens from GMP/GDP, ATP/ADP, protein, and water in the coordination
sphere of Mg2þ were taken into account up to a cutoff radius of 2.9 A˚.
FIGURE 5 Radial distribution function g(R) of water oxygens around
GMP/GDP (left panel), ATP/ADP (middle panel), and protein (right panel).
OGMP, CGMP, CGMP, ATP, and CGDP, ADP simulation data is shown. The
distance (in A˚) shown on the x axis is measured between the center of
mass of the molecule of interest (substrate, product, or protein) and water
oxygen atoms. (Dotted lines on the right panel) Cumulative number of
water molecules.
Nucleotide Binding to Guanylate Kinase 1445protein without substrates, because earlier studies (40,45)
have shown that this choice enables the intrinsic mechanical
properties of the enzyme to be studied independently of the
nature and position of any bound ligand.Rigidity profile of the apo enzyme in its open state
The rigidity profile of GKMT is represented in Fig. 6. Such
force constants can actually be measured experimentally
(see, e.g., work by Dietz et al. (46)) and are a direct physical
property that is relevant for enzymatic function. Remark-FIGURE 6 (Top line) Rigidity profile of GKMT in its open conformation
(PDB code No. 1S4Q); the annotated residues belong either to the GMP or
the ATP-binding site. (Bottom line) Variation of the residue force constants
upon closure of the protein structure; the curve has been vertically shifted
for visibility. All the force constants are in kcal.mol1.A˚2.ably, most of the force constant peaks from the first-half
of the protein sequence correspond to residues belonging
to the ATP:Mg2þ and GMP binding sites. We note the
rigidity peaks of Ser27 and Lys34, which surround a flexible
P-loop, and the highly rigid area around Glu119. More gener-
ally both the GMP and the ATP:Mg2þ binding sites are quite
rigid with respect to the rest of the protein. The average
force constant of their constitutive residues (listed in Tables
1 and 2) is 36 kcal mol1 A˚2, compared to 23 kcal mol1
A˚2 for the complete molecule.Mechanical variations upon closure
It is genuinely difficult to predict force constant variations
related to conformational changes, because structural rear-
rangements can result in both residue rigidity increases
and decreases, as is also the case for GK. Simulations on
the closed CAPO conformation (Fig. 6) show a nonmonoto-
nous perturbation of the rigidity profile, yet on average the
closed conformation is more rigid than the open one. This
stiffening of the protein concerns the ATP:Mg2þ binding
site, more affected than the GMP binding site, but globally
all the residues from the ligand binding sites undergo an
increase of their force constant upon closure, with the
notable exception of Glu88 and Thr101. This agrees with
the observation that closure leads to loss of interactions
between these residues and the neighboring a4 helix at
the atomistic level (Fig. S8). Overall, these measures
indicate that closure of the enzyme profoundly alters the
malleability of the structure, in particular of the ligand
binding sites.Mechanical resistance maps reveal a structural
lock
Mechanical resistance maps provide further physics-based
insight into such ductility changes and the evolution of
mechanical properties induced by the closure of the struc-
ture. The histograms plotted in Fig. 7 A confirm that closure
induces a shift of the force constant distribution toward
larger values, with the disappearance of many residue pairs
with low force constants (<1 N m1). The evolution of the
mechanical map shown in Fig. 7 B indicates that the
increase of the directional force constant (DFC) values
upon protein closure is restricted to a small number of
residue pairs. By restricting this selection to residue pairs
undergoing an increase of at least 600% of their DFC
upon closure, four structural groups (Fig. 7 C) are detected.
One group is on the P-loop, two are on the GMP-BD
domain, and a fourth large group includes residues from
the LID domain. These four groups come in close contact
upon protein closure, which might explain the strong
increase of the DFC. The residues form a dense set of inter-
actions, resembling a structural lock that helps to maintain
GK in its closed conformation.Biophysical Journal 101(6) 1440–1449
FIGURE 7 (A) Distribution of the directional
force constants of GKMT over all possible pulling
directions. Data is shown for the open conforma-
tion of GK (PDB code No. 1S4Q) without any
ligand (OAPO), and the closed conformation of
GKMT without any ligand (CAPO). (B) Relative
variations of the DFCs upon closure of the GKMT
protein structure. (Circles) Areas with important
rigidity changes. (C) A cartoon representation of
the open (left) and closed (right) conformations
of GKMT with the residues forming rigid pairs
upon closure plotted as van der Waals spheres:
Val32 (leftmost); Pro61, Val64, and Gly66 (bottom);
His93, Gly94, and Leu96 (rightmost); Leu152,
Gly154, Arg155, Thr157, Ala 160, Ile163, Arg165,
Arg166, and Thr169 (top).
1446 Delalande et al.DISCUSSION
We present a structural study of guanylate kinase in a variety
of conformational and nucleotide-bound forms along its
enzymatic pathway, using physics-based descriptors to
gain insight into functionally relevant properties. Whereas
previous analyses were based on comparisons between
homologous structures from different species (15–17,35–
37), we provide insight into the role of specific interactions
and mechanical variations relevant for the enzymatic cycle
of a unique enzyme variant.Specific binding of GMP, ATP, and Mg2D
to guanylate kinase
GMP- and ATP-binding patterns in our models are in excel-
lent agreement with experimental structures from other
organisms such as M. musculus (35) and E. coli (15). Muta-
genesis experiments suggest a critical role of the Glu119
residue in transition state stabilization (17). The Glu119
residue has been initially proposed to bind the sugar ring
of GMP (35), leading to specificity of GMP binding toward
dGMP such as measured experimentally (47,48). Glu119 is
part of a patch of three CORE domain residues interacting
with GMP in the mouse and Saccharomyces cerevisiae crys-
tals. This interaction is not seen in the MT crystal structure
of the enzyme (16).Biophysical Journal 101(6) 1440–1449The all-atom MD simulations show that Glu119 is not
directly involved in specific binding to GMP’s sugar moiety.
Instead, Lys34 and Ser30 interact specifically with the O30
atom and may discriminate dGMP with respect to GMP.
Selective binding to GMP’s base may arise from the recogni-
tion of its amino group by Asp121 and Glu88, consistent with
features of the experimental structures and similar to previous
observations made on other GMP-specific systems (49).
Lys34 and Asp121 also participate in interdomain CORE/
GMP-BD bridges. These interactions stabilize the closed
form of the enzyme, which is further sustained by the pres-
ence of the magnesium ion. Mg2þ bridges both nucleotides
and is strongly bound to Glu119 (Fig. 4 and Fig. S7). The
Glu119 residue has previously been predicted to contribute
to magnesium coordination (16) and it has been established
that the presence of both substrates enhances magnesium
binding (50). Furthermore, Glu119 belongs to the most rigid
part of the protein as seen in the rigidity profile (Fig. 6),
a common signature of residues belonging to enzymatic
catalytic sites (45,51).
To our knowledge, our models are the first to provide such
insights into the possible role of magnesium coordination.
Our simulations of the MT form clearly show that Glu119
interacts with the nucleotides, albeit indirectly via the
Mg2þ ion. This yields a coherent description for all GK
variants.
Nucleotide Binding to Guanylate Kinase 1447Dynamic rearrangement of the substrates within
the active site
Our simulations—in agreement with recent experimental
data (48)—show that GMP binding induces important
structural changes. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the variations
observed in the specific interactions of enzyme and nucle-
otides. We observe a tight fit of the enzyme to its ligands
in the closed GK structure, hence limiting the conforma-
tional freedom of the bound nucleotides. After completion
of the enzymatic reaction, during which the Ser30 and
Arg60 residues maintain their interactions with the phos-
phate groups, they bridge the GDP-Pa and -Pb phosphates
(Fig. S10). Furthermore, four other residues rearrange
their interactions with the phosphates: Gly33, Lys34,
Arg155, and Arg166. The coordination of the magnesium
ion is also modified during the enzymatic reaction. GMP
and ATP substrates coordinate more strongly in the
CGMP, ATP model, yet lose some of their interactions in
favor of the protein (Glu119 and Ser36) and of water mole-
cules in the CGDP, ADP model (Table 3 and Fig. S6 B and
Fig. S7). All these rearrangements taken together induce
flexibility in the lock region, specifically in helices a5
and a6 (Figs. 2 and 7 C), favoring the reopening of the
structure. The tendency for reopening is further confirmed
by the principal components analysis (Fig. S9) and the
observed RDF (Fig. 5) and g(R) (Fig. S4) variations of
the CGDP, ADP state.A structural lock secures the closed state
Analyzing physics-based mechanical resistance proper-
ties allowed us to establish a set of specific residues in
the enzyme structure. Amino acids involved in the
GMP-BD/LID interface contribute to this structural lock
detected in the BD simulations (Fig. 7 C). Most of these
residues are close to Arg60 (GMP-BD) and Glu158 (LID).
This observation highlights the importance of electrostatic
interactions emanating from these two residues in the
closed GK state, stabilizing the domain interfaces in
addition to prevalent interactions between the comple-
mentary hydrophobic surfaces of GMP-BD or LID do-
mains. Interestingly, the positions of the structural lock
residues on the enzyme’s structure are very similar to
the set of coevolved residues forming anticorrelated pairs
that were detected by Armenta-Medina et al. (34) in
adenylate kinase. This observation suggests that the impor-
tant role of these amino acids for the protein’s enzymatic
activity is conserved throughout the whole functional
family.
Further work on the role played by the residues involved
in this structural lock of the closed GK form with respect to
enzymatic activity could be pursued experimentally, by
studying specific GKMT mutants such as Val
64Ser, Leu96Ser,
Ala160Ser, and Ile163Ser.Independence and interdependence of GMP
and ATP binding
Previous structural studies show that simultaneous binding
of both GMP and ATP substrates yields a catalytically active
closed GK conformation similar among all nucleotide
monophosphate kinases (14). Binding of GMP alone induces
the closure of the GMP domain (17,36) and subsequent co-
binding of ATP results in the fully closed conformation (35).
On the whole, our data sustain the idea that GMP binding
alone should be sufficient to totally close GK, unlike what
was observed by Hible et al. (16). Conversely, when full
enzyme closure is hindered by mechanical tension applied
in ASP experiments, the GMP binding constant is lowered
(18). Long-range electrostatics centered on the P-loop
(Fig. S2) would then drive ATP:Mg2þ into its selective
binding pocket, with more subtle structural effects on the
enzyme. The network of interactions enabled by the pres-
ence of ATP:Mg2þ is, however, essential to stabilize and
lock the closed form. The enzymatic reaction can only be
achieved if the GMP and ATP phosphates are well ordered
with the help of the magnesium ion coordination. The
closed GK state is weakened again upon phosphate transfer,
with numerous rearrangements concerning the bound nucle-
otides. Given these intricate structural links, it appears
unlikely that ATP binding and GMP binding are indepen-
dent as suggested in Choi and Zocchi (18).
The interplay with the actual enzymatic reaction cannot
be studied directly at the level of the classical description
used in this work. For this purpose, mixed QM/MM
methods would be more appropriate, which is beyond the
scope of this study.Detection of a water channel leading toward
the active site
The water channel (Figs. 4 and 5 and see Fig. S5) identified
in the simulations of the closed form of the enzyme might be
functionally relevant by enabling selected water molecules
to access the enzymatic site (14), which could be crucial
for the mechanism of such phosphotransferases (52). Kan-
deel and Kitade (48) have also recently pointed out the
importance of structured water molecules at the active site
of Plasmodium falciparum GK. The observation of a stable
water channel establishes what we believe to be a new
hypothesis for the enzymatic activity of guanylate kinase.CONCLUSIONS
Using a multiresolution simulation approach we unveil
important features of the GK enzyme. Brownian dynamics
applied to an elastic network coarse-grain model highlights
catalytic residues, main binding mode modulations, and
domain mobilities. All-atom MD simulations provide
a detailed description of the substrate binding patterns andBiophysical Journal 101(6) 1440–1449
1448 Delalande et al.differentiate conformational and ligand-related mechanical
properties. The generated complexes representing important
states of the GK system form an essential basis for further
work at a mixed quantum/classical level, taking into account
the enzymatic reaction itself.
Based on the classical simulations presented here, we
propose a sequence of structural events leading to enzyme
closure, highlighting the importance of specific residues
toward GK’s enzymatic activity. Asp121 contributes to
GMP specific recognition and initiates a swinging motion
of the GMP-BD closing the structure. Our data emphasizes
the pivotal role of magnesium coordination in the enzymatic
reaction and as an additional factor controlling the stabiliza-
tion of the closed state. A water channel, localized at the
junction of three domains, permits hydration of the active
site—which we perceive as a new avenue for a possible
block of the enzyme’s activity.
Bridging residues at domain interfaces participate in
concert with the substrates to the overall mechanical
stability of the system. We detected a structural lock that
stabilizes the closed form of the enzyme, hinting at residue
pairs with major contributions to GK’s mechanical proper-
ties. Furthermore, our study clearly highlights the crucial
role of bound ligands in modulating the mechanical and
dynamical properties of GK.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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